For beautiful, durable and unique floors, choose Geocrete concrete polishers.
Beautiful, artisan-quality polished concrete floors add unique style and prestige to any built environment. Melbourne company Geocrete specialises in creating premium polished concrete floors to your individual needs.

We work with architects, designers and luxury brands that are intent on adding prestige polished concrete floors to an upmarket residential property or to enhance the design of a premium brand showroom or retail premises.

Strong, durable and individual, a high-gloss polished concrete floor adds luxury, superior quality, beauty and style to any residential or retail development.

The colour and aggregate characteristics of the concrete can be specified to the space’s overall design intent or to complement a premium brand’s retail colour scheme or product/service offerings.

Geocrete can then tailor the process through different grinding and polishing levels to produce a floor exactly to your clients’ desires.
**Glen Iris.**

Interior floor. Geoshine™.
High gloss. Basalt with grey base.

**Inverloch.**

Interior floor. Geoshine™.
High gloss. Brown granite, white quartz with off-white base.

Geoshine.
Geocrete is an artisan concrete polisher that creates individual polished concrete floors of enduring beauty.

Chief artisan Paul Warner brings a unique skillset to his work as a concrete polisher. A geologist by training, Paul spent 14 years working as a concreter and 10 of those concurrently developing his skills and techniques as a concrete polisher.

Paul developed Geocrete’s exclusive concrete floor polishing system, Geoshine™, which is backed by hundreds of hours of testing and the best available machinery and materials.

The benefits of choosing Geocrete

No risk – We are specialist concrete polishers through every aspect of the process and can provide expert consultancy at the concreting stage. It’s an assurance of a quality result, every time.

Professionalism – In Paul Warner, you will be working with a creative professional who is as serious as you in his desire to create the perfect outcome for your client.

Artistic intent – Geocrete understands that it is not just creating a floor, but a thing of beauty to match the vision of you and your client.

Time and deadlines – We will arrive at your worksite on the day and at the time you book and meet the agreed work schedules.

Communication – Geocrete places an emphasis on communication to ensure you have all the information you need for you and your client.

The best system – Geoshine™ is the best concrete floor polishing system on the market because it brings together the best possible components regardless of cost or manufacturer.

Individual – A Geoshine™ floor by Paul Warner; it’s a work of art in its own right.

Make Geocrete your first choice for premium polished concrete floors

Geoshine™ Satin gloss. White quartz and white oxide with off-white base. South Yarra.  
Soffit Pants.
Left: Geoshine™. High gloss. White quartz and basalt with off-white base.
Surf Beach, Phillip Island.

Fish and Chip Co-op, San Remo.
Geoshine™ is a unique concrete floor polishing system available exclusively through Geocrete. It has been developed by chief artisan Paul Warner over the past 10 years to produce the hardest, most resistant and high-gloss polished concrete floors of surpassing beauty.

What makes it the best?

**Flexibility** – Geoshine™ has been developed by bringing together the best possible components (grinding machines, diamond tooling, surface densifiers, grouts, etc.) regardless of cost or manufacturer to produce the best-finished floor.

**Testing** – Hundreds of hours of testing have been done using different processes, chemicals, machinery, resins, diamonds and techniques to form the ultimate combination of elements that make Geoshine™ the best concrete floor polishing system on the market.

**Technique** – Our system is driven by an artisan of the highest order who has a passion for what he creates and the mindset of a perfectionist.

**Experience** – Geoshine™ is backed by a geologist’s understanding of materials and chemical reactions, 14 years of expertise built as a concreter, and 10 years of developing and perfecting the skills of a concrete polisher.

**Durability** – Geoshine™ produces the hardest, most durable floor available, resistant to scratching, peeling, chipping, marking and flaking. We are so confident of the quality of our concrete floor polishing system that we guarantee Geoshine™ floors for 10 years.

**Beauty** – With a choice of high gloss, satin or matt and various levels of aggregate exposure, floors created using the Geoshine™ concrete floor polishing system are works of art in their own right.

Geoshine™ – the signature of premium quality
Interior floor. Highly polished, off-white cement, white oxide and white quartz. South Yarra.
The Geoshine™ process encompasses a series of grinding, densifying and polishing steps that create a brilliant, beautiful, incredibly hard polished concrete floor that will retain its lustre for many years to come.

Stage 1: Grinding

During the grinding stage, we expose the aggregate between 1-5mm according to the look your client wishes to achieve: surface polish; a salt-and-pepper look; or as much stone showing as possible.

Geocrete uses a four-head planetary grinder with metal bonded diamond heads to carry out three grinding cuts: coarse (30 grit); medium (60 grit, followed by the application of an acrylic polymer grout); and fine (120 grit).

We then apply the first in a series of premium surface densifiers, which continues the chemical reaction within the concrete and makes it much harder than its original form. It takes 2-3 days to complete stage 1 for an area of 200m².

Stage 2: Polishing

Geoshine™ can produce three different levels of sheen: matt, satin or high gloss. High gloss is the most requested surface finish.

The floor is regrouted, followed by a series of steps where premium densifiers are applied, allowed to dry, and polished with progressively finer polishing pads from 50 grit to 3000 grit.

A penetrating sealer provides the final level of stain resistance; a Geoshine™ floor can withstand red wine or coffee for up to seven hours without causing a permanent stain. Stage 2 takes from 3-7 days for an area of 200m².

The strength of Geoshine™

Geoshine’s™ strength lies in its sequence, choice and application of densifying chemicals and the sequence and choice of grinding and polishing pads. We use the highest-quality densifiers, which cost twice the price of standard densifiers, and the best grinding and polishing equipment available, regardless of the manufacturer.

How Geocrete creates the perfect floor

Stage 2: Polishing


Geoshine™ High gloss.
White quartz, brown granite, basalt with off-white base.
Clifton Hill.
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Geocrete is a Melbourne-based concrete polishing company that works with architects, designers, luxury brands, owner-builders and renovators who are seeking a beautiful, premium quality polished concrete floor to feature in their new home, showroom or retail premises.

Geocrete helps them to achieve this result through its technical expertise in what makes a quality concrete slab, its signature Geoshine™ concrete polishing process, and its passion and commitment to producing a perfect floor.

Clients who have worked with Geocrete have achieved a masterpiece polished concrete floor produced to specifications, surpassing expectations, on time and on budget.

About Paul Warner
Geocrete’s chief artisan and head of concrete polishing is Paul Warner, who is a unique craftsman in the concrete polishing industry in Australia. He originally trained as a geologist, graduating with a Bachelor of Applied Science (Geology) from the University of Ballarat.

He trained in the industry’s main concrete polishing systems, Europe’s HTC Superfloor™ and Husqvarna’s Hiperfloor™, and has since developed Geoshine™. Geocrete is an approved applicator for surface densifiers manufactured by L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc, Convergent Concrete Technologies, and Curecrete’s Ashford Formula.

Geoshine™ enables Geocrete to combine all of its skills, knowledge, experience and expertise in concrete polishing with the best possible equipment and materials to produce an exceptional outcome for the client.

A master of concrete floor polishing

Geocrete is a Melbourne-based concrete polishing company that works with architects, designers, luxury brands, owner-builders and renovators who are seeking a beautiful, premium quality polished concrete floor to feature in their new home, showroom or retail premises.

Geocrete helps them to achieve this result through its technical expertise in what makes a quality concrete slab, its signature Geoshine™ concrete polishing process, and its passion and commitment to producing a perfect floor.

Clients who have worked with Geocrete have achieved a masterpiece polished concrete floor produced to specifications, surpassing expectations, on time and on budget.

About Paul Warner
Geocrete’s chief artisan and head of concrete polishing is Paul Warner, who is a unique craftsman in the concrete polishing industry in Australia. He originally trained as a geologist, graduating with a Bachelor of Applied Science (Geology) from the University of Ballarat.
Amy Pierce
Insite Architects
—
On behalf of Insite Architects I wanted to take the time to let you know how pleased we are with the Geocrete counter recently completed at the new Café for Melbourne Zoo.

Having never previously used polished concrete for this type of application your professional approach, advice on the product and consultations were outstanding. We are extremely happy with the end result and will definitely consider using Geocrete for future projects.

Thank you.
Regards,
Amy Pierce

Jane and Damian Lamb
—
The decision to use Paul was based on a feeling we had that he would work closely with us, be flexible and helpful along the way, this was important as we had no previous experience. Our hunch was right, Paul was a pleasure to work with, highly professional and reliable and always more than willing to answer our many questions. We have no hesitation in highly recommending Geocrete.

Thank you Paul, we could not be happier.
Sincerely,
Jane and Damian Lamb

Paul and Wendy Satchell
Visual Artists
—
Both of us are qualified visual artists and as a consequence we have considerable experience, awareness and knowledge of aesthetics plus proficiency and technical skills. Despite the fact that our job was small in relation to many building projects, Paul’s approach was extremely professional and efficient. His ability to communicate and listen is refreshing.

Paul is passionate and enthusiastic about his ideas, skills and craftsmanship. His attention to detail elevates his results to a high level.

Regards
Paul and Wendy Satchell
Contact
Paul Warner
Director
Geocrete Concrete Polishers Pty Ltd
Mobile: 0404 786 594
paul@geocrete.com.au
www.geocrete.com.au

Right:
Geoshine™ Honed. Basalt and black oxide with grey base. Seeded with decorative pebbles and glass.
Brighton.